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Ab str ac t
Recollecting Place is the product of an experiential approach to Landscape Architecture. It
is at once the re-telling of a place that is expected to be quite foreign to the reader as well
as an examination of the method by which landscape architects assume truth of a place. As
professionals, we develop a method by which we examine a site, re-tell its truth and then alter
it somehow. Recollecting Place is the story of how the teller’s connections with the place in
questions offer a version of the truth that can inform the design in a way that is different, and
arguably more appropriate than if the site had been investigated by more traditional methods.
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Throughout the journey of this project, from the early
stages in Darwin to the dense days back in Winnipeg, I
was continually faced with The Question, normally posed by
unsuspecting friends and family who had nothing to do with
design school: What is your practicum about?
There is, of course, no more difficult a question, to the
person stuck in the thick of it, if only because the is no
easily accessible answer. But, prevarication aside, if I were
to distill it down to one word, it would be ‘edges.’ This
project examines a space on the edge of a continent, where
the land and water overlap, where the cultural imperatives
of the dominant, Eurocentric existence dissolve into the
mangroves, quite literally.

chapter 1
context

1
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Figure 1 - Australia

Introduction
B ackg r o u n d / Site
Margins are margins because they are easily overlooked, not part of the main story; the dogeared corners of a place and time. In the physical sense, at the largest scale, Australia could not
be further away from the action. Fifteen thousand kilometres from London, as many from New
York and a 24 hour trip by plane from Toronto, if we are to designate these cities as being the
engines of Anglo-derived culture and economics, both past and present. It is not, nor has ever
been, easy to get to Australia. As such Australia seems destined to remain a far-flung former
colony, a charming, colourful iteration of the world’s dominant culture, but hardly the driving
force behind it. With recent shifts in economic power, we may very well live to see that change,
but for now, Australia is on the other side of the Earth.
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Figure 2 - Darwin

D arw in
Today, Darwin is notable because if its slower pace of life. It is unfailingly casual in attitude
and appearance, a tropical city with modern amenity, which until recently has been happy to
be left to itself, and to have no great ambition beyond a beer and barbecue with friends and
family. Add to this the difficulty in getting there, by any means, and Darwin becomes a semiisolated city on the margins of a marginal country. The history of Darwin is perhaps best told
by her colourful inhabitants, a motley collection of pastoralists, criminals, miners, “army guys”
and bureaucrats: You don’t come to the Territory without a thick skin, a sense of adventure and
a sense of humour. Add to this the is the influence of Asian migrants, a phenomenon that has
been happening well before Europeans first arrived, and is therefore a driving force behind the
cultural colour and vivacity of the place.
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Figure 3 - Rapid Creek

R ap id Cr e ek
It is about 12km from the city centre, part of an ocean that while stunning, is virtually
unswimmable due to sharks, crocs and box jellyfish. As such, the beach along which Darwin is
positioned becomes an impassable boundary, unless a person uses a boat.
This practicum will examine the estuary of Rapid Creek, (figure 3) with its myriad site users
and uses. Its background and regional situation (figure 2) will be examined to determine an
appropriate design response to the questions, “How can Rapid Creek become more relevant
to the residents of the Darwin area?”
This project examines the human-river relationship at a site in Darwin, Australia. As the human
relationship with the world’s geography continues to evolve, landscape architecture must
continue to find new ways to mitigate our often-disparate interests. Our relationship with
waterways continues to be one of contradiction: fear and antagonism juxtaposed with our need
for their sustenance, transport capacity and mythology.
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T h e Au s s ie M y th
Ter r a i nc o gni t o
The colonization of Australia happened later than that of Canada, with the first fleet arriving
in Botany Bay in 1788 under the governorship of Arthur Phillip. Although the earliest known
contact by Europeans was made in 1606 by the Dutch (Seddon, pp.28), the final cartographic
shape of Australia was not made until 1790. From that point on, Australia was examined
with an Enlightened eye by the British, using all manner of scientific tool available at the time,
including botany and cartography, using the scientific framework and rigour that preceded the
rise of social Darwinism. Australia was viewed as a curiosity to be examined, catalogued and
categorized into the Linnean framework. (Foss, pp.191)

D esign c o n tex t
Hist o r i c al c o nte x t
Australia’s history as an environmental colonizer is “disastrous.” (Mulligan & Hill, pp.301) There
are several well-explained theories for this tragedy, mainly stemming from the hubris of the
British colonial approach to land management in the Australian context. This ‘misunderstanding’
of the land has resulted in a threefold problem: first, the devastation of the land as a result of the
introduction of dozens of foreign plant and animal species; second, agricultural practices such as
cloven stock grazing that have accelerated soil erosion and decimated plant species; finally, the
import of a generally paternalistic, commodity-driven attitude toward the landscape.
Darwin itself is in the rather unique position of being the centre of both Aboriginal assertion
of land claims, and also a booming development/construction industry. With some of the
highest real-estate values in the country, there is a need to not only accommodate this surge
in economic movement, but to also embrace the shift in power predicated on the relatively
recent legal gains of First Australians. This shift in power, though slight, is most resounding in
the Northern Territory and presents an opportunity to explore a new relationship with the
landscape that rejects the cultural fears and assumption of the colonial paradigm - that is, just
because it cannot be harvested, extracted or built upon, does not mean that it is without value.

Ge o g r a p hy
Rapid Creek drains nearly 30 square kilometres and is the only significant freshwater system
in Darwin’s urban area. The importance of conserving and enhancing Rapid Creek as a
recreational/natural space lies in the development pressures faced by nearby coastal mangroves.
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The development history of Darwin’s foreshore spaces leaves quite a bit to be desired in terms
of natural value and human scale. Darwin Harbour, site of the Darwin Convention Centre and
the terminus of the main downtown pedestrian mall suffers from poor pedestrian planning,
isolation from the nearby City and negligible natural value. Another site of development, Cullen
Bay, while providing plenty of successful, mixed-use spaces is an ecological/natural failure that
places more value on the short-term gains of development above the long-term contributions
of urban natural spaces. Breakwaters, gabions and an ugly pier are all that is left of a oncethriving mangrove.
An alarming development could be in the works for the East Point mangrove, halfway between
Rapid Creek and Darwin City. Developers put forth, with the support of Darwin City Council
and the Larrakeyah people, a $1B plan that would see the installation of a breakwater, lock,
residential and commercial development in place of the functioning wetland. This would
eliminate the major coastal protection offered by the ecosystem, replacing it with a manmade structure that would require continual dredging and maintenance in order to function
effectively. The history of development in Darwin is such that proposals like these, while seeming
outrageous for a multitude of social and ecologic reasons, are practically viable. Decisions are
made quickly, with the aim of providing concrete, tangible amenity, sometimes without much
consideration for the seemingly less-valuable ecological or social interests of the community.
Therefore, attention now being paid to Rapid Creek ought to be seen as a preventative attempt
to claim the site for recreation, public community space and ecological function. Its position and
value in these regards needs to be entrenched in the community in order to protect it from
future development.

L im it a t i o n s / a s s ump ti o n s
The major assumption of this study is that all people living in the Rapid Creek area have the right
to be there. This study is not intended to establish the superiority of one group’s experiences
over another, or to question the means by which the various groups established themselves
there. It is simply an examination of the present situation.
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...Another desert, another river.
Grand Canyon sunrise.

Inspiration
M ap -makin g
Some of the most poignant memories from my childhood involve my dad and I spinning a
globe. In fact, I remember the very question that started it all: “Dad, if the USA is on one side
of Canada, what country is on the other side?” And thus began my lifelong interest in spatial
description. My interest in formal mapmaking developed alongside my interest in European
history. Both are ways of telling a story; stories about exploration, curiosity, civilization as well as
colonization, dominance and exploitation. A map shows others how to get there. Along with
being wayfinding devices, maps have the ability to elicit wonder and excitement. A mark on a
map begs to be found, and for the wanderers among us, that’s more than enough motivation
to pack a bag, slap on some sunscreen and get moving.
Many years after I had wandered away from home, while at the University of Manitoba, I found
myself in tears, trying to “guerrilla draw” with David Lucas, frustrated with my seeming inability
to describe what I was seeing. I had come from a background in figure drawing; long, studied
work, with subject matter that had volume and discrete edges. The exercise at hand was none
of this — quick, seemingly thoughtless lines with little or no relation to what was being drawn,
is how it seemed at the time. In the end, the lesson learned (and cherished) was about trust.
Trusting your ability to observe, synthesize and express, and having the gumption to toss the
pencil and only use black ink.
From this point on, I began to use drawing, specifically the drawing of places, to synthesize my
own experience with a moment in space, and to re-tell that space. My understanding of any
new city is shaped primarily by ink/watercolour sketches completed in situ, usually completed
while getting purposefully lost on my bicycle. In this way, a place record becomes more than
an inventory of light and objects, but a myth. This myth exists at the edge of geography,
where it meets cartography, where the map-maker’s position in time/space creates a story. It
is anthropomorphic cartography. (Rumsey, pp.71)
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Fir st A u s tr alian s
D rea m ti me
Spatial description took on a third dimension for me, while in Australia. What follows is the
briefest summary of the oldest culture in the world, one with complexities too numerous for
me to fathom. I will make no attempt to fully explain how spirituality and spatial description
collide, for two related reasons. First, I don’t have the background to do it justice. Second,
even if I did, I would hesitate to re-tell the stories: for First Australians, knowledge ‘of country’
is a commodity. It is the source of a person’s social worth and it secures her spirituality. If
someone tells you a Dreamtime story, it is not yours to give away. While any information
here is considered public knowledge, please be sensitive to this distinction if you choose to
investigate further.
The conventional (read: Euro-centric) story of Aborigines in Australia postulates that they
migrated to the continent from Africa nearly 40 000 years ago, via southeast Asia and the south
Asian islands, either by a land bridge or dugout canoes. The most recent evidence suggests,
however, that there is no evidence to support this - neither through genetics, archaeology or
linguistics. That is not to say the migration never happened, but it does suggest that if it did, it
occurred at a point so far in the past that it bears no consequence on the present. The reality
of the present situation is that Australian Aborigines are genetically and culturally the most
isolated people on the planet. (Powell, pp. 12)
A First Australian might have a different story to tell you about her history. Bruce Chatwin’s
Songlines, while derided by some as having missed the point, is still a good starting point for
understanding Dreamtime. Dreamtime is the initial period of creation when each animal was
brought into existence, and proceeded to make its way across the land, shaping it and leaving
evidence of itself as it went. A child born is assigned its totemic animal; it could be a rainbow
bee-eater, a wallaby, a red-bellied black snake or even a green-bummed ant. Each species has its
mythology, its path across the desert, its stories. And everyone is responsible for knowing and
respecting her animal. When an animal traced its way across Australia during Dreamtime, the
path it took is described as a songline, and each person is responsible for her portion of that
song. These songs are so descriptive, the notes so evocative, that put together, a person can
trace her way across the continent, recognizing landmarks as she goes, along with other people
of the same totem:
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“‘In Genesis, God first created the ‘living things’ and then fashioned Father Adam from
clay. Here in Australia, the Ancestors created themselves from clay, hundreds and
thousands of them, one for each totemic species.’
‘So when an Aboriginal [sic] tells you, “I have a Wallaby Dreaming,” he means, “My
totem is Wallaby. I am a member of the Wallaby Clan.”’
‘So a Dreaming is a clan emblem? A badge to distinguish “us” from “them”? “our
country” from “their country”?’
‘Much more than that,’ he said.
‘Every Wallaby Man believed he was descended from a universal Wallaby Father, who
was the ancestor of all other Wallaby Men and of all living wallabies. Wallabies, therefore,
were his brothers. To kill one for food was both fratricide and cannibalism.
[...]
He went on to explain how each totemic ancestor, while travelling through the country,
was thought to have scattered a trail of words and musical notes along the line of his
footprints, and how these Dreaming-tracks lay over the land as ‘ways’ of communication
between the most far-flung tribes.
‘A song’, he said, ‘was both map and direction-finder. Providing you knew the song, you
could always find your way across country.’” (Chatwin, pp.12)

Along with the musical aspect of wayfinding, First Australian visual arts provide another window
into their immense geographical competence. Everyone has seen examples of the dot paintings
- brightly coloured pointillism on dark canvases, or decorating the digeridoos brought home
by foreign visitors. They are, as a tourism commodity, an important source of income for many
communities, and proudly shared by First Australians, who are broadly, delighted to share their
land with others. This last part is key - these paintings, traditionally executed on bark or
other ephemeral surfaces, are maps. They are topographic descriptions of places that are
exceptionally accurate, especially when one realizes that the artist has never been higher than
the strongest branch of a gum tree. (Caruana, pp. 97)
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A n o t e a b o u t c u l tur a l owner ship
One of the most significant challenges for any visitor to a foreign place is the temptation to
present an over-simplified version of a place without any real understanding. The places and
times we inhabit are imprinted on our character and live on in the stories we tell. At some
point along the way, it becomes less about the places we ‘did’ and more about what the places
“did” to us, the myriad ways in which our place in the larger world will never be the same.
Even as we move away from being tourists, toward being real components and players within
a space and place, there exists still a danger of misunderstanding. Would the story being
told in this practicum withstand the scrutiny of a local? Would the spaces created be seen
as foreign? The broader questions of nationalism and its ugly twin, racism, begin to put their
hands up to be noticed here. Australia, a country of isolation is, it could be argued, a difficult
place in which to be foreign. A gregarious and fun-loving people, no doubt, they still place an
extremely high value on all that is “Australian,” the definition of which is fluid and contentious.
This is, of course, strictly a comment on the dominant culture, although the isolation that
begets nationalism is still present in First Australian (Yolnu1) culture, albeit for entirely different
reasons. Whereas white Australia’s self-imposed isolation and refusal to cow tow to foreign
opinion is a product of its reverence for its own mythology — the bushman, the ANZACs and
its convict heritage — First Australian reticence to over-share and explain has a far different
provenance. The ties between Yolnu spirituality, social structure and landscape are the subject
of intense anthropological study and of a complexity whose scale academia is only beginning
to understand. While the implication of this cultural paradigm for landscape architecture is
one of the most fascinating questions to arise from this study, there is an extremely challenging
aspect to carrying out any sort of research on these groups of people. Not only are there the
difficult questions surrounding the power dynamic of of researcher/subject, particularly in the
context of colonialism, but there is also the concern that the subject will be somehow changed
by having been observed. More specfic to these peoples is the way in which knowledge of land
and that relationship between landscape and individual is valued within First Australian culture
and the incompatibility of the accepted research framework with it.
While practising as a landscape architect in NSW and carrying out the evaluation of greenspace
grants for various criteria, among which was heritage value, I ran into a conflict with communicating
cultural knowledge. In asking for proof of cultural heritage value of any given site, it became
1

From Trudgen’s, Why warriors lie down and die, “‘Yolnu’, the Aboriginal people of central and north-east Arnhem Land, make up

some thirty or forty different clan groups. This does not make them citizens of a single larger Yolnu nation, as thier primary allegiance is to their
separate paternal clans, with different political alliances connecting them to other clan groups throughout Arnhem Land and beyond.” (pp, 12)
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increasingly evident how impossible it would be to get any specific information. This is because
the stories, their respective places and the role that they play within the cultural landscape is
a commodity, imbued with the same power that we afford to money. Theft, appropriation,
generosity and inheritance are all concepts tied to the ‘knowledge of country,’ The Dreamtime
stories and songs, the descriptions and ceremonies that link people and place are not to be
shared freely or given away thoughtlessly. Richard Trudgen, in his paradigm-shattering work,
When warriors lie down and die, describes the cultural shame felt by elders who shared their
people’s version of “title deeds” in an effort to win the rights to their land in the 1970s. Their
ancient system of encoded law was rejected by white Australian lawmakers, smashing the
hope of the Yolnu, but also bringing about great shame for having insulted the Creator by
revealing secrets to such an ignorant “mob.” (42) As such, there exists a great secrecy around
the relationships between the Yolnu and their landscape, due to a large extent to broken trust,
but also to a fundamental difference in the economics of cultural knowledge.
The challenge with this study has been, from the beginning, to try and find a way to express
the rightness of this, the oldest culture in the world, without appropriating a story that is not
mine to tell. Their experiences on the site in questions are necessarily more complex than
simple patterns of movement and it is certainly worthy of extensive research and examination.
Without launching into a full-blown anthropological study, for which I have neither the experience,
qualifications nor resources, I would simply like to recognize the First Australians as having every
right to their own cultural ceremonies, laws and agency in relation to their land.
Rapid Creek first caught my attention, in part, because of the juxtaposition of white recreationists
and family groups of Aborigines camping in the mangroves. This is the most comment direct
interaction Aborigines have with the site and it can be intimidating for white Australians,
certainly those from down south. I found this out when I spoke with a woman from Adelaide
about how enjoyable it is to cycle from Rapid Creek into town, and she replied that she was
terrified of coming across a First Australian in the morning. Thankfully, this is a fear not shared
by most native Top Enders, but is reflective of the disconnect and prejudice harboured by many
Australians from the southeastern coastal cities.
I am, however, hesitant to recognize this urban camping as a legitimate expression of traditional
culture, mostly because of the writings of Ted Egan. Ted Egan has spent the better part of
50 years working in the Northern Territory, as a writer, singer and Administrator and was a
member of the first National Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation. He is most notable as
one of the few points of convergence between the First Australian peoples and the dominant
culture. I have been privileged enough to witness first-hand the power of his passionate and
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thoughtful storytelling as an effective way of informing and connecting people with places and
times unknown or entirely familiar. In his book, Due inheritance: Reviving the cultural and economic
wellbeing of First Australians, Egan describes these “town camps” as an affront to aboriginal
custom in that it is typically groups from outside provinces who are not respecting the traditions
of territory, and bring both the place and themselves into a state of total degradation. This is
not a traditional way of life, but an abdication of their traditional responsibilities to community
and country. (pp. 27)
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E mbro ide r y
The trajectory of Australia was irrevocably altered with the European colonization begun in
the 18th century and continuing to this day. Much as been written about the havoc wreaked
by this process, both culturally and ecologically, so I will not be discussing this at length. I would
however, like to discuss the European (primarily British) experience with ‘imaging’ Australia.
My frustrations with drawing in Australia were the same as those of the first European artists.
(Smith, pp. 40) I had to learn to see all over again, to be able to translate colours, describe a
tree and interpret the space in which I found myself. For the English artists who arrived in New
South Wales and Western Australia, their expertise with English landscapes left them high and
dry, so to speak when faced with the Australian bush. Bucolic, rolling pasture with lush tree
canopy was no match for the eerie Eucalyptus brush, whose eponymous trees have the peculiar
habit of not casting shadows and occasionally bursting into flames. Green is hard to come by,
bush-dwellers are notoriously unfriendly (read: snakes!) and the land does not lend itself to the
“picturesque.” To say that it is striking is an understatement. Eventually, a school of Australian
landscape painting developed, as did my own modest abilities to record what I was seeing.
The first European settlers, apart from the convicts, were pastoralists who were given leave
to clear bushland. Today’s homesteads, located on “stations” that still run sheep and cattle, are
working relics of a very British lifestyle plopped, as it were, in a very un-British landscape. In a
station kitchen, for example, you’ll find a roast mutton being used for sandwich meat, a .22 calibre
rifle for dispatching errant king brown snakes and a stack of lamington cakes, all presided over
by a tough-as-nuts member of the Country Women’s Association. Life on a station involves a lot
of very hard work, in a harsh environment, but is celebrated every evening as family members
watch a bit of footy, pore over books or take up whatever embroidery or knitting is on the go.
Now, one of my lifelong hobbies has been needlework. I learned to cross-stitch from my Auntie
Bev when I was little, and I taught myself to knit and crochet not long after, starting with doilies
and later moving on to tatted lacework. The value of this activity in my life is threefold: it gives
me a creative outlet to make useful things; it is a source of meditative activity that contrasts
nicely with my more active pursuits; and it gives me a sense of cultural continuity, a connection
to the women who have been making and teaching for generations before me.
Embroidery as I practise it, is a product of a very European tradition, but it also mirrors the First
Australian art of land-imaging. A stitched sampler of flowers found in one’s garden is not farremoved from a dot painting describing a location for ‘secret women’s business’. Both images
describe a place of respite, ceremony, emotion and cultural usefulness. Both are executed on
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natural materials that have a use apart from mere decoration. But most importantly, both are
re-iterations of landscape. Each artist has seen, trusted, synthesized and created an image of
place and space that while seemingly far-removed from the purely visual experience, offers a
truth about the subject that needed to be uncovered. The analysis chapter of this study, in part,
describes my process of place-telling through the act and art of embroidery.
The embroidery that I practise, and that reflected in the work coming out of Australia, which
is curiously a major centre for the craft in the western context, is a direct descendent of the
English tradition. The first examples of this tradition date back to pre-Reformation England,
where most work was done in the Ecclesiastical context. After the dissolution of the Roman
Catholic Church in the 1500s and the proliferation of the middle-class with the Industrial
Revolution, embroidery became a commodity and luxury sought by lay-people. (Ginsburg, pp.
48) As families migrated to the Colonies much later, a dearth of professionals meant that such
work had to be in-sourced and taken on by the lady of the house.
Interestingly, as I have carried out my own work on this project, I have been met with questions
surrounding the gendered nature of embroidery, and how it relates to female emancipation,
with the assumption being that embroidery is merely a frivolous measure of a housewife’s value
that distracts her from more important acts of suffrage, somehow. Historically speaking, it is
quite the opposite. As the middle-class of industrialized England demanded embellished goods
(as an act of conspicuous consumption) a market was made that allowed otherwise-tethered
women to earn money. Along with the advent of the arts and crafts guilds of the 1800s, craft
work generated income and secured some degree of independence for those who practised it.
(Ginsburg, 76) In the Australian pastoral context, many women were living on isolated sheep and
cattle stations. The Country Women’s Association, founded in 1922 as a service organization,
was and continues to be an important vehicle for the mobilization of women’s production
and ingenuity outside of the traditional economic/market framework. (Caine 175) The “insourced” handiwork of rural housewives therefore becomes a social activity that helps couch
together female society but also becomes a commodity to be traded within the community for
philanthropic or personal gain.
As with anything considered “craft” as opposed to “art,” there is an affiliation of the artwork
with a common, useful object, in this case a textile of some description. This rule is broken in
the case of sampler work, which is used to train and display new skills and is a purely decorative
wall-hanging. The subject matter of Colonial embroidery work is almost exclusively botanic
or taxonomic. This is hardly surprising given the context of the work relative to the scientism
of the Linnean/Darwinian-inspired Enlightenment and Colonial Britain’s subsequent obsession
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with the archiving of a place and it’s contents. This stands in notable contrast to medieval work,
or pre-Reformation, that was patronized almost exclusively by the Church and whose subject
matter was based on the mythology and symbology of the Bible.
What continues to strike me the most about these approaches to place-telling, (map-making,
First Australian art and embroidery) is the value of the artist/map maker as an element of the
thing being described. Far removed from our more “advanced” techniques of satellite imaging
or even photography, both of which are used in this profession as “accurate” ways of describing
place, drawing, painting and needlework offer an element of synthesis, emotion and decisionmaking that arguably enhance the veracity of the final image. A modern cartographic text is
titled, How to lie with maps. I would argue that the process of map-making offers a level of truth
that photo-recording does not.
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The mouth of the estuary, at high-tide.This
part of the Casuarina Recreational Reserve is
often the site of late-night shenanigans, what
with a bottle-shop just across Rapid Creek Road
and at a crossroads for pedestrian traffic. From
here you can travel north to the Charles Darwin
University campus, east to the shopping mall
and west to downtown Darwin.This space is one
of the most crucial pedestrian crossroads in the
city and runs the risk of either being obliterated
by development or “loved to death” by the large
numbers of local people who use it to the point
where it can be intimidating to more regional
users. Often littered with refuse and without
much in the way of way-finding, its natural
beauty can be overshadowed by its popularity

On the north side of the estuary, the beach
takes over from the mangrove. Beach running is
a very popular use and many a run begins here,
heading north along the foot of Dripstone Cliffs.

Just back of the cliffs and above the water line
the vegetation changes and gives you a taste of
the desert. No longer Pandanus and mangrove,
the trees here are Alstonia and Eucalypts.This
is the Dry Season. Just after the rains of the Wet
subside, expect these grasses to be a couple
metres high. Spear grass tells you what season it
is (and there are twenty seasons, give or take) by
the colour of its leaves.

Closer to the water, upstream, we see the red
dirt give way and the mangroves take over.

Mangroves, of course, have a distinctive way
of managing saturated soils, with aerial roots
that use anaerobic respiration to secure oxygen.
This is an intimidating place for a person, as
mangroves can seem like prison bars.Their roots
and branches hold the banks stable, though, so
removing them for whatever lofty reasons, is a
dangerous proposition.

Providing a barrier and buffer to the turbid river,
the mangroves bridge the space between land
and river.

This is the one place for people along Rapid
Creek. It is commonly used for fishing, and gives
good views up and down the creek. A bit derelict,
though, it acts as a repository for beer cans and
other rubbish.The necessity of covered areas
cannot be underestimated, with a dry season
climate that consistently features 34˚C, cloud-free
days, for six months straight.This photo is
from later in the day, since midday would feature
zero cast to the shadows. I found it incredibly
disconcerting, coming from a place farther from
the equator, to stand outside at noon and have
no shadow.

A note about footwear: if one were to go grocery
shopping in Darwin, as one does whenever one is
tired of tropical heat waves, one would notice the
lack of footwear. In Darwin, shoes are optional.
Children, adults; blackfellas and whitefellas;
downtown or out bush, bare feet are very, very
common. As such, the ground plane becomes
much more a part of a person’s consciousness.
Crushed granite hurts the toes and metal grating
burns in the heat, but soft soils and sand feel
good.There is little opportunity for a variety of
friendly walking surfaces when all the paths are
asphalt. Furthermore, a distinctive edge to the
path limits the tactile experience and doesn’t
serve the wandering spirit.

Wandering along a path to the pedestrian bridge
that does so much to focus activity and, to a
certain extent, draw it away from the other parts
of Rapid Creek that have less accessibility.This
bridge is what works here; it just works a bit too
well.

Off the path, beyond the abutments of the
bridge, the soil gives way to sand and stone.

Upstream, in areas of disturbed vegetation, the
flooding regime shows how it can manipulate the
soils and landforms.

Beware of murky water.This is the most
important lesson of Top End waterways. How to
foster connection and experience in a safe way?

The Casuarina Recreational Trail runs from Rapid
Creek west, along the shore into Coconut Grove.
Further trails and pathways take the cyclist
10km to Darwin City.This is a very heavily-used
pathway.

Human interaction with the waterway can
sometimes be brutal.With infrastructure comes
investment, which must be protected. A row of
trees and rip-rap separating the recreational
pathway from the water.This may provide a
tantalizing climbing opportunity for little children,
but otherwise it acts as a barrier and repository
for rubbish that just gets tossed out of sight.

This is an outlet for stormwater.While these
photos were taken during the six months of cloudfree,
Dry Season bliss, the other six months of
the year rage with monsoons. Darwin consumes
more than three times the fresh water per capita
as Sydney, simply by virtue of its abundance
during the Wet and scarcity (and thus need for
irrigation) during the Dry.

A view of the channelized creek in the north
near the University. Near-vertical walls and
armoured banks do not promote either biological
diversity or human connection.

Pedestrian bridge abutment.

Low tide at the pedestrian bridge.

Water is never far from sight, even if it is in the
form of a drinking fountain.

The edges of the mangrove. Surrounding most
of the estuary vegetation is parkland.The
vegetation forms a wall with little indication of
how to find your way through or even what may
lie beyond.

The typical approach to steep banks near
pathways.

These above-ground culverts connect the
community to the estuary.There has to be a
better way.

The one pathway down to the water, far
upstream of the mouth leads one to an
impressive space.There were families and groups
of boys fishing here. Low-tide.

The following images are drawings done on-site, and further
iterations completed after the fact with fabric and thread.
These secondary images are less representational of the
visual image of the place, but isolate an idea, shape, colour
or movement from the original experience.
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When

t h e t i d e i s o u t , t h e b e ac h a l o n g t h e m o u t h o f t h e

e s t u a r y i s a r o c k y , s pa r k l i n g p l ac e , p e r f e c t f o r f i s h i n g
f o r j e w f i s h , a n d p e o p l e - wat c h i n g .

In

the mornings and

e v e n i n g s , t h e f o ot b r i d g e i s a h u b o f r e c r e at i o n a l ac t i v i t y ,
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Iterative drawing
The analysis portion of this study is comprised of two distinct stages: the first is a very general,
experience-based study of the site in the form of drawings made in situ. They were generated
with the intent of finding the site, observing the happenings within the site, and interpreting
the experience as a way of synthesizing the it as it happened. From several of the drawings, a
further iteration of the image was made as an embroidered piece. The intent of this process
was twofold: one, by slowing down the process of imaging to the slow, methodical approach
required of needlework allowed a great deal of reflection and consideration. This process is
admittedly vague, but I am confident that the final result conveys something of the respective
perspectives that would have been overlooked had the approach been of a more instantaneous
nature, such as photography.

This

p i e c e wa s c r e at e d w i t h t h e i n t e n t i o n o f e x p r e s s i n g

t h e c h a r ac t e r o f l i g h t a s i t h i t s t h e s u r f ac e o f t h e
wat e r i n t h e e a r ly m o r n i n g .
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M a n g rov e s

Rapid Creek and
Northern Australian
c oa s t . W h i l e t h e y a r e c o mm o n to t h e l a r g e r r e g i o n ,
t h e y a r e i n c r e a s i n g ly r a r e w i t h i n t h e u r b a n e n v i r o n m e n t .
T h i s i s a r g u a b ly b e c a u s e t h e y g r o w i n i n u n d at e d g r o u n d
t h at i s d i f f i c u lt to wa l k i n , t h e v e g e tat i o n i s d e n s e a n d
t h e s t r u c t u r e o f t h e p l a n t s t h e m s e lv e s , w i t h a e r o b i c
r o ot s y s t e m s , i s u n u s u a l .
a r e a d e f i n i n g f e at u r e o f

a r e c h a r ac t e r i s t i c o f m u c h o f t h e
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This

p i e c e u s e d a v e r y s p e c i f i c s t i t c h t h at wa s at o n c e

a l i t e r a l r e p r e s e n tat i o n o f a m a n g r o v e l e a f , b u t w h e n
u s e d f o r wat e r a n d d i r t a s w e l l , c r e at e s a n a m b i g u i t y
o f f o r m t h at r e f l e c t s t h e d e n s i t y a n d d i s o r i e n tat i o n o f
t h e p l ac e .
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My

Rapid Creek, I
I they are
frenetic little things, and seemed
to f o l l o w m e e v e r y w h e r e . A tot e m ,
p e r h a p s ? T h i s pa i n t i n g wa s u s e d b y
a b i r d e r to i d e n t i f y t h e m - r a i n b o w
b e e - e at e r s , o f c o u r s e .
first afternoon in

s aw t h r e e o f t h e s e b i r d s .
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The

b l ac k l i n e w o r k att e m p t s to d e f i n e t h e f o r m , b u t

q u i c k ly

gets

d i s t r ac t e d

and

becomes

more

of

an

e x p r e s s i o n o f m ov e m e n t .
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D r i p s to n e C l i f f s . R u n n i n g
these

s a n d s to n e

site.

The

the

i n t e r f ac e

cliffs

n o rt h o f t h e e s t ua ry m o u t h ,

form

a

signific ant

aboriginal

r o c k i s c o l o u r f u l a n d c r u m b ly , a n d t h e y f o r m
between

the

sea

environment

grasslands several metres higher up.
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and

the

This

p i e c e ta k e s a d va n tag e o f t h e t h r e e d i f f e r e n t t e x t u r a l

devices

-

p u l l e d t h r e a d , b l ac k l i n e a n d c o l o u r w o r k

-

to e s ta b l i s h a r e l at i o n s h i p b e t w e e n t h e t h r e e d i f f e r e n t

“ fa r ” o f t h e h o r i z o n ,
the “near” of the rock texture.

sc ales of the visual experience
t h e a m b i g u o u s c oa s t a n d
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The beach between Darwin City and the sea

The footbridge at Rapid Creek

The footbridge, looking seaward

Casuarina tree on Casuarina Foreshore Park,
adjacent to Rapid Creek
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A tidal estuary in a monsoonal urban environment demands
certain stormwater accommodations

Landscape design principles
In trodu c tio n
This portion of the analysis follows a more contemporary approach. I have chosen to examine
the site at three different user scales within the context of Landscape Ecology, principles from
Dramstad’s book, Landscape Ecology Principles in Landscape Architecture and Land-Use
Planning. The purpose of examining the site at various scales is in recognition of the nature of
the human/water relationship and the complex interconnectedness of it. It seems insufficient
to limit a site analysis to a narrow temporal or spatial scale and produce a meaningful design
outcome. Conversely, a larger-scale analysis and design would fail to address the local details
that bring real personal connection to a place. We see what can happen to waterways designs
when they fail to consider all scales. The massive James Bay hydroelectric projects, for example,
are widely criticized for their failure to address local-scale management issues. On the flip side,
we can easily see the effects of the ignorance of broader-scale issues when one neighbour
withdraws more than his allotted water from a communal stream..
It is also not enough to define the scales of inquiry on geographical catchment alone. The
division lines run the risk of being arbitrary demarcations that lose sight of the more important
aspects of the human connection. When defining the three scales of inquiry for this analysis, I
defined three different scales of user groups, based on geography but also by habits and spatial
needs.

G loss ar y o f ter m s (f rom D r a m s t a d e t a l . )
Pa t c h e s
Within the heterogenous landscape, and area of singular characteristic is considered a ‘patch.’
Characteristics of patches worth considering are: relative size, relative ecological function,
degree of isolation, degree of ‘uniqueness,’ permeability and sensitivity to the effects of isolation.

E d g e s and b o u n d ar i e s
The interface between areas of differing characteristics, ecological or otherwise, are called
edges. Their analysis depends to a large degree on relative size, permeability and morphology
(how straight or wavy they are).
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Figure 4 - Analysis Map

C o r r id o r s and c o nne c ti v ity
These are tools used by designers and planners to mitigate the damage to areas which
have had their landscape ecological value compromised by fragmentation, bisection, attrition
or perforation. These corridors provide the means for ecological players to continue their
processes in an otherwise compromised environment.

M o sa ic s
The mosaic of any given landscape is described in terms of pattern and scale. The network
patterns are valueated based on the the degree of connectivity, the nature of these connections
and the fragmentation of pattern. Scale can be related to grain size, the perception of scale by
various ecological players and evolutionary scale: how unique are the spaces involved?

Con stitu e n c ies
Resid e n t - s c a l e us e r s
The residents of Rapid Creek are considered those who reside within approximately 1-2 km of
the vegetated creek catchment. Their contact with the Creek is characterized as being casual;
the frequency of contact is high, but the duration is often short. The contact often comes in the
form of passive recreation, such as walking, running, walking the dog or taking the children to
play near the water. Itinerant residents use the Creek as a semi-permanent camp, as a source
of firewood and as a gathering place. Rapid Creek is also a pedestrian link to Charles Darwin
University. (CDU)
For the resident users, expectations of the Creek are being met by the provision of a pedestrian
bridge linking Casuarina drive to the Dripstone Cliffs and the tracks leading to CDU, access to
the beach at the Creek mouth and the occasional picnic/fishing shelter along the banks.
Principles for maintaining/increasing the relevance of and integration with Rapid Creek for this
user scale include:
• Pedestrian connectivity
• Water access
• Safety
The landscape ecology constraints and considerations for this scale include:
• Maintaining corridors and routes for existing species, and providing alternatives where
possible
• Reducing edge abruptness, favouring instead a more “lobed” form for transitions
Site Analysis
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• Focusing on small patches
• Maintaining and enhancing areas of intersection

C o m muni t y - s c a l e us e r s
Community scale users are those users who do not live within walking distance of Rapid Creek,
but who nonetheless make contact with it on a regular basis. This contact is usually formalized,
either due to work or team sport commitments and follows a regular routine, both in terms
of frequency/length of contact as well as geographic extent (that is, a person arriving to play
cricket at the oval would not likely go wandering down the track between halves).
For those users who work nearby (at CDU for example) and for other periodic visitors,
expectations are being met by the provision of sporting facilities and the management of
geomorphological/ecological processes that maintain the status quo of the site they frequent.
Principles for maintaining/increasing the relevance of and integration with Rapid Creek for this
user scale include:
• Ecological health
• Facilities maintenance
• Aesthetics/views
The landscape ecology aims for this scale:
• Establishing patches in an effort to re-colonize
• Reducing edge abruptness, using edges as filters
• Increasing significance of stepping stones
• Protecting naturalized areas from exotic species invasion

Reg io nal - s c al e us e r s
Regional scale users are those people who either occasionally pass through Rapid Creek or
who visit seldom, but for a longer period of time. In either case, the user may not have a great
deal of familiarity with the site, its processes or its history. Included in this group are vehicle
drivers who may never leave their cars, but nonetheless have the potential to derive great value
from the Creek
The expectations of Regional scale users are met by the magnificent views upon approach to
the Creek, the provision of recreation facilities in a unique setting and the ecological function
performed by the Creek system for the betterment of the regional catchment.
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Principles for maintaining/increasing the relevance of and integration with Rapid Creek for this
user scale include:
• Access to views and unique setting
• Site interpretation/explication
• Ecological health
The landscape ecology principles of relevance to this scale include:
• Providing a barrier to disturbance
• Maximizing the function of edges as filters
• Minimizing stepping stone loss
• Maximizing the ability of the stream watershed to absorb dissolved substances before
entering the stream itself.
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Analysis diagrams
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Recreational space
There are three primary zones of recreational space, al of
which are very different in character. Along the coast to
the north of the Creek are Dripstone Cliffs, encompassing
the Casuarina Coastal reserve and a series of pathways
that give access to the beaches and vegetated areas for
recreationists.
The second area worth noting is the thin strip of space
between Rapid Creek Road and Rapid Creek itself, to
the southwest. This sealed path is the main pedestrian/
cyclist connection from the Casuarina Foreshore Park to
Trower Road and onto Casuarina. It is decidedly hemmedin in character, very narrow, but vital to the pedestrian
connectivity
Third, the large area to the northeast, is for active,
programmed recreation. These are primarily sporting
fields (cricket and football) with a sealed path running
northward from Trower Road. These fields are heavily used
by the community.
The first and second of the recreational spaces are
connected by the footbridge, which becomes a hub of
recreational activity throughout the day. The first and third
are connected only by a service road within the university.
Trower Road is the only connection between the second
and third.

Bushland/vegetated areas
The image above gives an indication of the relative size of
bushland patches and their proportion of “edge.”There is a
variety of patches that are defined by the roads, the Creek
channel and areas of incursion or disturbance that have
resulted in fracturing of the larger patches.
Worth noting is the nature of the edges where the roads
have defined the patches. These edges are straight and
long, whilst edges adjacent to the channel and recreational
areas are more lobed and varied in their shape. This
morphology dampens the effects of the transition between
two types of land use and encourages a more stable
diversity of biota.
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Pedestrian connectivity
The periphery of the site is well-connected by a series of
sealed pathways, mostly along the southeast and southwest.
Unsealed crushed stone paths within the Dripstone Cliffs
connect the university with the suburb of Rapid Creek.
Tertiary pathways such as the services access road and
two spurs running toward the interior of the catchment are
seldom used except by fishermen and itinerant campers.
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Built Space
This image describes the primary built areas adjacent to
Rapid Creek. The most northern patch is Charles Darwin
University, the main institution of higher learning in the
Northern Territory. To the southwest is the suburb of Rapid
Creek, to the southeast is the suburb of Casuarina. Both
are established communities, with significant community
attractions - Rapid Creek has a weekly produce market
that is important to the Asian community; Casuarina has
the only significant indoor shopping mall in the area.
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Views
The most impressive views from and to the site are from
the northwest footbridge. One can look westward and
see the beach stretch toward Darwin City (though not the
city itself), and to the north along Dripstone cliffs. Looking
eastward is the mouth of the estuary which bends north
toward the fishing hut. From here, there are views both
upstream and down. The visual connections between
these areas are important for maintaining the sense of
community that is so prevalent for this part of the site.
Less significant are the views from the small footbridge
that crosses the concrete channel in the northeast and
from within the recreation area of the southeast.
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Intent
The goal with Rapid Creek is to enhance its relevance within the wider Darwin area, to
establish is as a regionally significant greenspace of value equal to, or greater than any potential
commercial profit to be had.
Rapid Creek, in its current state, enhances the neighbourhood by providing micro climate and
ecological amenity, habitat for recreational fishing stocks, hydrologic buffer from storms and
water filtration for the catchment. More broadly, it is the most significant freshwater source in
the greater Darwin area.
The current challenges faced by Rapid Creek in achieving regional significance as a recreational
amenity include, primarily, its impermeability. The specific area of study, downstream of Bagot
Road, is a dense mangrove with a few footpaths and uncontrolled vehicular access (primarily to
fishing spots). There is almost no controlled access, and apart from the peripheral recreational
trails and the footbridge beach, there is no way to engage with the estuarine portion of the
creek. The design intervention seeks to find a solution to this problem.

Prece den ts
Ulu r u C ul t ur a l Ce ntr e , Nor ther n Ter r itor y, Austr alia
Designed by Gregory Burgess Architecture Pty., the Uluru cultural centre is remarkable for
reasons beyond the final product, which is a building that introduces 21st Century humans to
a place and culture of profound depth and significance. The approach taken by the designers
was unique and tailored specifically to the peculiarities of the culture in question. The designers
established a studio on-site and took the time to acquaint themselves with an ancient culture
and found ways in which to translate their experience into a sensitively-designed building and
site. This approach is as example of the mold-breaking method that I believe all landscape
architectural projects need to follow.

Qu in h u a ngd a o R e d R i bb o n Par k, H eb ei P r ovince , China
Built in 2008, designed by Turenscape, the Tanghe River park in the City of Quinhuangdao
is a project that helped me define my own landscape architectural values. It is a respectful
intervention in that it aims to frame its place as opposed to covering it up or “re-doing” it. It
looks to be the element that brings people into the process of the river, instead of being a static
built form. Finally, it is truly beautiful, not just as a red line, but as a place, framed by the red line.
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Resident-scale
Progr am
The principles of design set out in the Analysis section of this study focus on pedestrian
connectivity, access to the water and safety. The proposed program will aim to bring the
community closer to the river, in a manner that subverts the typical British approach to landscape
dominance that has characterized the dominant culture’s relationship with the land to date. I
am therefore proposing a series of integrated pathways and boardwalks throughout the Rapid
Creek watershed, north of Trower Road. The path system will connect the sporting fields to
the east, CDU, Casuarina Recreational Trail, Dripstone Cliffs with the internal destinations in the
wooded watershed.
The form of the trail will primarily be raised boardwalk, which would have a number of functional
attributes, including the mitigation of the barrier nature of a solid path and the separation of
people traffic from direct contact with potentially dangerous or sensitive species. Areas of
intersection will provide opportunities for interpretation as well as focus on points of ecological
and aesthetic interest. Materials used will consider embedded energy, durability, lifespan re-use,
local provenance and historical relevance.
The landscape ecology constraints and considerations for this scale include:
• Maintaining corridors and routes for existing species, and providing alternatives where
possible
• Reducing edge abruptness, favouring instead a more “lobed” form for transitions
• Focusing on small patches
• Maintaining and enhancing areas of intersection
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Figure 5
Pat h n e two r k
Scale 1 :5 0 0 0
Proposed pathway
Proposed path upgrade
Node (see page 38)
Proposed realignment of channel
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D esign r e s po n s e
Pa t h w ays
As per the program set out previously, the featured intervention at this scale is a series of
pathways and nodes of confluence piercing the mangrove. They have been laid out in a way
that connects existing patches of disturbance and visually connecting places of interest. At the
same time, effort has been made to ensure the pathways avoid being convoluted and respect
the ecological integrity of the vegetation patches.
M a t e r i a ls
The boardwalk is to be constructed with fibre-reinforced resin components which, although
not recycled or naturally-derived, have a significant advantage over most materials in terms
of maintenance and longevity. This is particularly important in a tropical marine environment
which cycles energy so rapidly. (Carson, pp. 42)
Exposed aggregate concrete is to be used in areas of more formal aesthetic value. In the
context of Darwin, this material is executed with exemplary technical expertise and is featured
prominently throughout the area. It affords the designer an opportunity to use any combination
of materials and provides a durable, slip-resistant walking surface.
The crushed stone component of the design is featured throughout the more upland portions
of the trail and parts of the nodes. It is low-maintenance and fitting with the regional character
of recreational tracks.
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Community-scale
Progr am
The design principles for the this user scale are ecological health, facilities maintenance and
the preservation or enhancement of aesthetics and views. In order to achieve this, a highly
interventionist approach need not be taken. Instead, the needs of this user-group can be met
by providing appropriate plantings that enhance the wildlife, site amenities that are a pleasure
to use and a depth of detailed design considerations that promote ownership of the site.
Identified in the site plan are opportunities to integrate signage and interpretation for the
park visitors. These are necessarily found at park entrances, intersections between paths and
areas of decision-making for the user. Figure 6 shows a design for a typical intersection, which
includes an interpretive signage element, as shown in Figures 7-8. The intent with these nodes
of intersection is to promote not only geographical connectivity, but eco-social connectivity: the
ability of users to relate to the landscape and form connections that enhance the value of a
place in a person’s everyday life. This relates back to the overall goal of enhancing the value of
Rapid Creek in the life of the community so as to ensure its long-term viability as a recreational
amenity.
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Elevation page 40

Seating element

Lower plantings

Signage element
page 40

Higher plantings

Exposed aggregate 1
Exposed aggregate 2
Crushed sandstone
Plantings
Pathway materials

Figure 6
Typ ica l p a t h i n t e rs e c t i on / n od e
Scale 1:50

Black slate

D esign r e s po n s e
N o d es o f c o n f l ue nc e
The form is based on the black, sinuous line of the landscape iterations found in the investigation
portion of this project. They of course reference the First Australian philosophy of “singing the
landscape into existence.” Overlaid with this black form, which lays flush with the ground is a
series of equally sinuous forms that define and re-define the space such that the boundary is
fluid and ambiguous.

Pa t h m ate r i al s
The path itself will approach the intersection in whatever material has been chosen at the sitescale based upon appropriateness to the local conditions (soft, hard or raised). As it approaches
the intersection, it will terminate in a warm-toned exposed aggregate concrete. This provides a
transition to the cooler-toned exposed aggregate of the central portion of the node.

Pla n t in gs
The basis of plant selection is described on page ?? For the node, planting choice will vary
throughout the site, but consideration must be made of planting height and sight-lines, keeping
in line with CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design) guidelines. It is expected
that each node would take on a character specific to its location within the site, reflecting
the local ecotone while remaining impervious to environmental changes without the aid of
articulated water.
Areas adjacent to the site which are disturbed during construction shall be re-vegetated using
the direct-seeding method as successfully employed at the Bunning’s site on Bagot Road.
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Figure 7 - Node-perspective NTS
This image shows the signage element, a corten sculpture that would use acid-etching to provide
interpretive descriptions and wayfinding information.

Figure 8 - Node-elevation 1:100
Above is an indication of the seating element, a piece of roughly-hewn sandstone that provides respite
for recreationists. It would also provide a dynamic surface (over the course of several years) for microorganisms and other rock-dwellers.
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Regional-scale
Progr am
The northern tip of the site currently features a channelized stormwater drain that feeds
directly into the creek. As such, is does not provide a functional stream with wildlife habitat or
the opportunity for the channel to migrate with changes in flow and sediment. Furthermore,
as a relatively straight channel, its water flows are very fast and does not allow for the filtering
effects of meanders and vegetation, natural processes that result in cleaner water downstream.
There is also the question of flood-control: while the water may move quickly off-site, the peak
flow is magnified both in volume and time since the storm event. With these considerations
in mind, I propose a re-configuration of the channel with more and greater meanders, as well
as the deconstruction of one concrete bank to allow for stream migration and the incursion of
vegetation into the system.
Additionally, the juxtaposition of the university, a formal community institution, adjacent to
the channel in question presents a need for a more formal address to the river. The area, ??
square metres, is an opportunity to provide a street-based and pedestrian gateway to the
Creek while providing a complementary greenspace to the nearby playing fields and connected
CDU greenspaces. On a more regional-scale, river-bank parks are few and far between, with
most streams being either major barramumdi (read: crocodile) habitat, or ephemeral. As such,
positioning a unique formal greenspace within CDU in a unique environs would greatly enhance
the status of Rapid Creek as a significant community and regional asset.
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Channelized section of Rapid Creek
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D e -c h anne l i za ti o n
It would be an understatement to say that rivers are complex, but nonetheless, it bears
repeating. The design of a channel, even on this small scale, requires that a plethora of data
and an understanding of the processes involved, at several scales, in order to be successful. The
state of fluvial geomorphology, specifically natural channel design (NCD) as a practice is such
that several different approaches from as many different types of practitioners are yielding
results that cannot be evaluated in an agreeable manner. (Nagle, pp.2540) This would suggest
that there are still variables that are unaccounted for and disagreement between the disciplines
of engineering, physics, cultural geomorphology and landscape architecture. Nonetheless, a
deliberate approach is required when proposing an intervention within a watershed, especially
if it has to do with the stream itself. What follows is a brief discussion of the question of NCD
from the perspectives of physics/engineering, cultural geomorphology and landscape ecology.
The reductionist “science” approach to channel design has identified variables, created models
and developed classification schemes for channels in order to better predict outcomes in
the event of changes to rivers and their watersheds. The relationships between sediment
size, cross-section dimensions and discharge rates have been discussed at length, (Kleinhans,
pp. 295) but with little positive outcome in terms of predictive models in real-world settings.
(Gregory, pp. 172) Broadly speaking, this is due to a lack of understanding of the contingencies
involved within an individual system. This practicum is limited in terms of my access to local
geomorphologists and engineers who would be able to prescribe a channel width, depth and
meander wavelength that would provide optimal structure for a viable, dynamic system. These
dimensions would be contingent upon detailed discharge data and bathymetric sampling to
better understand sediment structure. Given the unknown nature of these variables, the
approach I used to estimate the setout of the channel meander was to analyze a section of
the main branch of Rapid Creek where the channel width (=10m) was similar. The amplitude
and wavelength of the new section was estimated accordingly. The great assumption with this
approach is that the concrete channel now in place was not over- or under-designed vis a vis
predicted discharge. Worth noting, however, is the danger in prescribing a precise layout for a
channel is that channels are not static. Failures in NSD can often be traced back to the notion
that a perfect, well-researched channel form will lead to stable banks and predictable outcomes.
The reality is that designers have the ability to instigate the processes that lead to “healthy”
riverine systems, but the system itself must be allowed to achieve its own physical and temporal
equilibrium. (Nagle, pp. 2540)
The Rapid Creek Management Plan (1997) provides an overview of the entire watershed and
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Figure 9
C reek P ar k Pla n

N

0

A - The area of the channel is designed to be deeper than the main channel, providing a
permenant eddy of water and an opportunity for unique ecologic communities to develop.
As an element of the park, it will be a visual amenity and one of the first points of contact for
people entering in from the east.
B - This is a semi-formal garden with planting areas interspersed with paving. It is meant to
be overflow space from the solid paved events area, but with a rougher surface finish and
opportunities to plant endemic, decorative species.
C - This area is meant to allow for physical contact with the marsh. Please see the section titled
“Seeds,” in this chapter.
D - This is a paving element that will connect the park with

50

its uses. It identifies the urbanization of the surrounding neighbourhoods, specifically the loss
of permeable surfaces and influx of chemical and physical pollution as being significant changes
to which the Creek has had to adapt over the years. It is for this reason that the lengthening
and naturalization of this channel has been proposed. Increased pollution load and further
paving of nearby surfaces must be mitigated. The currently natural reaches of the Creek are
able to purify incoming run-off and accommodate the significant seasonal flooding by retarding
the water’s progress to the sea, thereby evening-out periodic shifts in discharge. (DCC, pp.38)
While the extent of the impacts of this act are possibly negligible compared to the efficacy of
upstream swamps for this purpose, it bears communicating to the community the wherefores
of the process as an act of eco-revelatory design.
From a landscape ecology perspective, connectivity is the degree to which various patches
or ecotones are able to interact – a lack of fragmentation. Biophysically, this happens in three
different dimensions in a river system: vertically, laterally and longitudinally. Verticality refers
to the exchange of water between rain clouds, surface water and aquifers. This is affected
by sediment composition and human interference therein. Lateral connectivity refers to the
transfer of water from its point of contact within the watersheds to the stream and to the
sea. This typically occurs through the sediment matrix where the water is filtered and purified
before it reaches the sea. In the case of a traditional stormwater management, as exemplified by
the system in use at Rapid Creek, the connection is circumvented and accelerated by effectively
skipping the sediment portion and replacing it with concrete channels and culverts. Lateral
connectivity describes the influx and outflux of water along the channel from the upstream
portions to the delta or mouth of the estuary. (May, pp.478)
Cultural connectivity demands that humans are able to access and interact with the river, and
that it not be a barrier to recreation or traditional acts. This can take the form of physical
interventions, pathways and the like, or visual elements such as greenways or views of the river.
(May, pp.480)
Biophysical and cultural connectivity, while both admirable qualities to have in a landscape,
do conflict at points. The present-day concrete culvert, which facilitates the connection
stormwater to the sea, limits the tactile connection between people and the river, and also
the biophysical longitudinal connection along the river corridor. The proposed design would
re-open that longitudinal connection, if only on one bank, and stimulate the tactile connection,
while enhancing the ability of the Creek to manage stormwater effectively.
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Section A
1:5 0 0

Section B
1:5 0 0

Section C
1:5 0 0
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D esign r e s po n s e
The design of the park is meant respond to the principles set out in the analysis for the regional
scale:
• Access to views and unique setting
• Site interpretation/explication
• Ecological health
The landscape ecology principles of relevance to this scale include:
• Providing a barrier to disturbance
• Maximizing the function of edges as filters
• Minimizing stepping stone loss
• Maximizing the ability of the stream watershed to absorb dissolved substances before
entering the stream itself.
Different types of spaces have been created in order for site users to have a series of smaller sites
that give different experiences with the water. Broadly, a formal area for events and gathering
would be suitable for the many outdoor events that may be programmed for outdoor spaces
in the Dry. I also wanted to create an intermediate space that would function as overflow for
the gathering space without overwhelming the site with hardscaping. This space is intended to
step down to the wetlands that will be created by the widening of the channel and will provide
visual amenity by connecting site users with the processes unfolding near to and on the water.
The third type of space is meant to physically connect site users with the wetlands, in a playful
way that recognizes the more relaxed and casual approach to life that Darwin embodies.
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Figure 10 - ‘Seeds’ detail

S eeds
“We got him here growing, that grass now. Like lawn, you know. You get that one, get
the grass seed – they used to get it off the old people; they take it and throw it over
the sandhills.
Different sort of country, you don’t use that. You see the sort of [grass from which they
collect seeds and make flour]. Soon as you see that one, ‘oh, we’ll have to chuck some
of that here, you see. We might come back one day’.
[Might] be [a] Barkly mob and they bring it to this Alyawara mob and Alyawara mob
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might get something to eventually pass on to the Barkly Tableland people. They might
get couple of spears or something, spears and red ochre or something, you know,
something they want.
They chuck a bit there. Not much, you know. Wouldn’t be a handful. Chuck a little bit,
spread it [in a broadcasting fashion] you see – one seed there, one seed there... course
they chuck a little bit of dirt on, not too much though. And soon as the first rain comes...
it will grown then. But they... [did not] water the damn thing, they had to wait for rain.
Walter Smith, discussing Nardoo (Marsilea quadrifolia) Laudine, pp. 66. Originally
published by Kimber (1984, pp. 16)

A d ena n t h e ra p a vo n i a
The Red Bead Tree. These seeds are found all over Darwin; they look like glossy red candy and
make for beautiful jewelry. It is said that they help bind the wearer to the Earth. I had a few
that I brought back from Darwin, so when I was stuck trying to find a way to connect people
to the river, I spilled them out on the drawing. Arranged roughly along the former concrete
channel footprint, these red beads become 2m x 3m stepping pads as shown in Figure 10, made
of powder-coated expanded steel, anchored into the marsh. The finished “beads” will be just
as glossy and crimson as the little ones, but the expanded steel will render them much easier
to clean (even if it only happens in the monsoon) and they will not collect water. The size is
perfect for sitting down and eating your lunch, connected to the river.
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Materials palette
Red ‘ b e ad ’ s e a ti n g b e nc hes
Made of powder-coated expanded steel, anchored into the marsh. The finished “beads” will
be just as glossy and crimson as the little ones, but the expanded steel will render them much
easier to clean (even if it only happens in the monsoon) and they will not collect water.

C o r-Te n s t e e l
The characteristic colour of the soil in most tropical environments is orange-red. This is due to
the long period of weathering and oxidation those soils have endured in the absence of the
renewing forces of glaciation. The oxidized surface of Cor-Ten steel blends in perfectly with
some parts of the site, particularly just above the Dripstone Cliffs where the sand is red, and it
contrasts beautifully with the blues and greens of the creek and mangrove. Additionally, the low
maintenance and ruggedness of the material is suitable for the location and region. The signage
elements at the nodes and entrances would feature curved elements of Cor-Ten with laser-cut
lettering and mapping iconography.

B o a rdw a l k
In order to adhere to the design principle of minimal intervention, a surface pathway will not be
used. The clearing of bush, compaction by construction vehicles and disruption of vegetation
and spatial continuity are not acceptable if this project is to “tread lightly” on the land.
As such, a number of options are available to minimize the impacts of a trail, both during
construction, during use, and with respect to the long-term sustainability and life-cycle of the
materials. The photo on the facing page shows an example of a suspended steel grate system.
The frame is steel and is secured with piers. This solution allows light to reach the ground
below and water to pass underneath.
Additional options for the surface of the boardwalk include fibre-reinforced resin grate (FRP).
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This has been used to great effect in marine environments and is beneficial for applications that
require a no-slip surface, good drainage and meet Australian Standards for universal accessibility.
Furthermore, it offers an exceptionally long life-cycle, with little maintenance apart from damage
repairs, which increases its value as a sustainable material.

Metal grate pathway.
Coastal Walk; Royal
National Park, NSW.
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Plants
When you go to Australia, don’t expect to see ‘different
kinds’ of maples, birch, oak or really, any other plant
that didn’t get its start in the Cretaceous. For a North
American, nothing is familiar here. The plants in Australia,
this isolated continent, are necessarily tough and highlyadapted to a very harsh climate. Most of Australia is a
desert, though in the tropical north, the blistering Dry
Season is tempered by several months of monsoons.
For a landscape architect, this means that irrigation
and underground retention plans are part of any
documentation set, since storing water from the wet to
use during the dry is simple enough. In the south, however,
the push toward using native, drought-loving plants is
‘Seven Sisters’ - Blue Mountains, NSW
an absolute necessity where droughts are measured in
decades and many homes have a bucket in the shower to catch the bit of cold water that
comes out before it warms up. This water in turn is used in the garden or to flush the toilet.
One of the first adjustments to be made, is to accept that green doesn’t really exist. Maybe it is
the character of tropical light, or maybe it is the relationship between theses tough sclerophylls
and the sun, but “lush” is not easily achieved here. Instead, expect to see the bluish haze of
the Blue Mountains outside of Sydney, so-called for their hue at great distance, thought to be
a reflection of the silvery-blue leaves of the more than 90 taxa of Eucalyptus that cover the
slopes. The oil from the leaves of these trees is so flammable that given enough local heat, the
trees spontaneously combust. Fortunately, they also display epicormic growth: shoots and laves
sprout from just below the park after a bushfire, rejuvenating the forest. I remember seeing a
whole slope of these trees, like a forest of green pipe-cleaners amidst the char.
Tree trunks are rarely grey - the ghost gums and white gums are veritable whiteboards, as
smooth and pale as you would imagine. Some eucalypts have such smooth, orange trunks that
they look as though they are made of plasticine.
The flowers. The Protaceae family’s progeny are what give the continent its really unique
inhabitants. Banksia, Grevillea, Waratah... some of the more notable of the family. These plants
are almost all broad-leafed evergreens (which is true of nearly every Australian angiosperm)
and have flowers that are nothing short of wild. They are tough plants, and in the case of the
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Waratah, they look a lot like a massive, meaty
version of a red peony and are the source of
at lot of nationalistic pride for Australians. The
Waratah is the state flower for New South
Wales, and also the name of a well-loved
rugby team.The Banksias are very regal, serious
plants with a distinctive bottle-brush flower
and serrated, palmately compound leaves. A
bouquet of Australian natives, on first glance,
would have been a frightful sight to a Victorian
lady, but is probably one of the most intriguing,
and yes, beautiful floral arrangements I have
ever seen.

Gum Tree - Kakadu National Park

Typical Protaceae - Mt.Tomah Botanic Garden, NSW
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Selected Plants
Livingstonia benthamii • Livingstone Palm
One of the few native palms to the Northern
Territory. The battle as a landscape architect in
the Territory is to promote the idea of a tropical
look without the over-use of palms, particularly
non-natives. This one is characteristic of poorlydrained sites.

Hibiscus sabdariffa • Roselle
This is a variety of wild hibiscus, and has a long
history as both a medicinal plant and a source of
fibre for utilitarian purposes. In white Australian
culture, it is used for jams that are a mainstay of
charity fund raisers and gifts of hospitality. These
jams are delicious.

Alstonia actinophylla • Milkwood Tree
An “old man” tree with cork-like bark and slowgrowing habit. Long leaves in a whorled pattern
make for an elegant contrast to the highlytextured bark. The bark itself is a departure from
the Eucalpyts and Angophoras which generally
have very smooth trunks.

Pandanus spiralis • Pandanus
Iconic plant of the Northern Territory, useful
to birds as food and as protection because of
its plethora of spines. It is a monocot, so not
technically a tree, but grows to about 10 metres
high. It has been used traditionally as a source of
string for textiles and tools (obtained by splitting
the leaves). Its form is what gives the Territory
its characteristic “Jurassic” swamp look, and a
stylized version features prominently in the
decor of the Darwin International Airport.
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Heteropogon spp. • Spear Grass
Found throughout the Northern Territory and
an important plant for fire-management. It grows
to about 3 metres in height and when it dries
and falls, forms fuel for bushfires. The colour of
the leaves changes so dramatically throughout
the dry season, from green to yellow through
red and brown that one can use it to gauge the
progression of the season week-by-week.

Grevillea pteridifolia • Darwin Silky Oak
Grevillea is a robust shrub that abhors any care
and maintenance whatsoever. It has an airy, open
shape, tumbles gently down slopes and does
very well on rocky embankments. Its dramatic,
delicate looking flowers are a wildlife attractant.

Casuarina cunninghamiana • River Oak
Rapid Creek is adjacent ot the neighbourhood
of Casuarina, so-named for the tree that is
characteristic of river banks in the Northern
Territory. The River Oak or she-oak is very
important for stabilizing soils. It is really a large
shrub, growing sometimes as high as 35 metres.
Its is analogous in form and situation to a willow
tree here in North America, but as with most
trees in Australia, it is an evergreen and has long,
feathery leaves.
Nelumbo nucifera • Lotus
The lotus is native to northern Australia, as well
as the Indian sub-continent. Shallow waterways
and lakes often abound with them and they
provide variation to the aquatic habitat. Their
roots are a traditional foot source for Aboriginal
peoples.
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Conclusions
T h e n atu r e o f h ow we i nve s t i g a t e s i t e
As landscape architects, whether the academic variety or those of us engaged in the discipline
commercially, we develop our habits. Call it style, approach or ethos, we all have our way of
doing things, and once we define it, it begins to define us, our self-perception and the way our
work is perceived by our peers, clients, students and that nebulous group, the public. That last
group, the ones who are ultimately the benefactors of our work, either directly or through the
efforts of those we teach, are a fickle bunch, whose “needs” we often presume as we go about
the business of analyzing a site and imposing some sort of measure upon it to “make it better.”
This is an uneasy relationship, in my mind, one that certainly does not get paid much attention in
professional practice, because of the pressures of time and money, the nature of the relationship
being un-quantifiable and the methodology of investigation being so utterly arbitrary. We
perform our requisite public consultations, give the appropriate channels for feedback and
ultimately feel the sting of compromise as we adjust our design dreams accordingly.We inoculate
our work against the evils of itinerancy, graffiti... teenagers, making our grown-up places out of
thoughtful materials and forms, hoping to express the ‘sense of place’ we defined so succinctly
early in the process. Finally, we walk away, exhausted, hoping for relevancy as we hand our
creation over to maintenance crews, bums, bureaucrats, parents-with-strollers, snow removal
guys, skateboarders, picnickers, pets and office people on their lunch break. But how can we?
How can we think that we have any clue what will work, what will result in the habitation that
we crave? What heroic steps have we taken to truly understand what we’re building? Or more
importantly, who we are building?
We have our habits, of course. We have our methodology, chosen and honed with practice, the
mash-up of our own personality, education, history. It tells us what to look for, what to reject
as irrelevant, what to crystallize into the concise, abridged version of The Site, so we can move
forward with the design. I have encountered professional “Place-makers” in my working life,
consultants whose job it is to distill the essence of a place into a brand. A brand. The resulting
report and set of recommendations is used to explain the place to the designers, to filter out
the extraneous bits and focus the efforts of the designer on creating a piece of work that will
sell well to the public. The methodology is tight, repeatable, and the veracity of the resulting
recommendations is taken on faith. Due diligence is done in terms of site investigation. Moving
forward.
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I wanted to take the opposite approach with this practicum. I wanted to have a methodology
of engagement with the site that rejected the static nature of branding, that unalterable stamp
of ownership that our habits tend to impose upon spaces and places that are not our own.
Whether or not it is the prerogative of the designer to impose their taste is perhaps the
elephant in the room. Again, that comes back to the relationship we have with the public, or site
users. Are we the taste-makers or the prism through which the muddled wavelengths of culture,
ecology and history order themselves into brilliant outdoor spaces? I took the latter approach.
At one scale, I chose to live in my little piece of obscurity, asking friends in the professions of
healthcare, public advocacy, land care, retail... you name it, how it is in this here place. I made
myself as local as any foreigner can and I think this type of site investigation by osmosis acts as
a crucible in which a new type of design mind is forged. It is not the same as the impassioned
observation of the anthropologist in the bush. It doesn’t pretend objectivity. It subjugates the
designer to the place, not vis versa.
There was a more directed approach to the site investigation/inhabitation that I think further
upended the methodology of ‘branding’ that I found so inappropriate to this place.The pleine-aire
drawing was again, a prism through which the site was reiterated into a tangible representation
of my own experience. The further reiteration, through embroidery, produced an awareness
of the site that was purposefully meant to parallel the experiences of those who had inhabited
the place for tens of thousands of years, and those who had colonized it a hundred and fifty
years ago. Both drawing and embroidery became a sort of map-making that, like any good map,
shaped the perception of the place for me, certainly, but also for those who had never even
heard of it before.
The symmetry of the different cultural representations of the place was deliberate. It was a
choice on my part to use a methodology of representation and expression that had cultural
relevance. I think that this is where the work diverges sharply from that of the world of
professional practice, where our own methods of investigation often obscure the reality of the
site. I believe it is incumbent upon designers to begin the design process with the investigation,
not after it. The considerations of history, place, culture... all of it, begin not with the program,
design, materials, details, but with the very questions asked at the beginning. They need to
inform the very words used when asking how the place is, who the people are, and how are
they related? It is not good enough to look through the eyes of technology and blind ourselves
to the viewsheds of people past and present.
Inhabitation is the final goal for our work. And it should be the starting point, too.
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